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To whom is my music addressed?   

What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Title/Subject/Category Artist

Composition and Performance Systems 
(Lifelong pursuit of)

Michel Waiswiz

Crossing Thresholds Brian Eno

Beautiful Music David Behrman

Live, Electronic Music Composition/
Performance

Jeff Stolet

Art As Code Robert Hodgin

Noise Pop My Bloody Valentine

Music As Producer Nigel Godrick

Music Video Michel Gondry

Master, Individual, Futurist Ludwig van Beethoven

Passion Lester Bangs

Audio Engineering Geoff Emerick

Romanticism/Nationalism - early 20th 
century English

Ralph Vaughan Williams

Electro-Acoustic Music (Fixed media) Scott Wyatt

Our Band Should Be Your Life Beck Hansen

Tension and Release Godspeed You Black Emperor!

In Memoriam Maya Lin

Emotional Earworm David Lang

Sound and Choice John Cage

Minimalism John Adams

Music for Film John Williams
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To whom is my music addressed?   

What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

The Hands is a musical system, instrument, and performance vehicle for Waiswiz. His creation 
of, dedication to, and music for The Hands inspires my own ideas about music systems, 
compositional approach, and overarching research trajectory. Composition is research, and that 
takes many forms.!

!
Keywords!
! performance systems, hyper instrument, electronic performance!!
RESOURCES!
! Live Performance (STEIM archive) !!

Composition and Performance Systems 
(Lifelong pursuit of)

Michel Waisvisz
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What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Without Brian Eno (and perhaps Pavement, Sonic Youth, and grunge), I may not have gotten 
this far with music. His work, especially that with Robert Fripp, continues to inspire me. His 
musical output swings from the chandelier all around the hall, and his production of other 
artists mirrors much of the same. He is, to me, one who finds a comfortable balance between 
pop and electro-acoustic music.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keywords!
! Frippertronics, Music for Airports!!
RESOURCES!
! Music for Airports (1977)!
! Unfamiliar Wind (Leeks Hills) (1982)  

Crossing Thresholds Brian Eno
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To whom is my music addressed?   

What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Behrman wrote “On The Ocean” (1977) with a Kim-1 computer, more of a hobbyist toy than a 
machine, but one that could be programmed via a calculator, and a chip that contained 4K of 
RAM. This is perhaps one of the most beautiful pieces that I’ve heard, and perhaps why I write 
computer music.  75-100 years ago, Claude Debussy would have served this role for me.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keywords!
! computer music, network music, Sonic Arts Union, Mills College!!
RESOURCES!
! On The Other Ocean (1977) - segment  

Beautiful Music David Behrman
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Jeff Stolet was my advisor, and someone who taught me much about music and the 
performance of music. There is a lot about music that goes unspoken, and approaching the 
performance of music, especially live digital/electronic music, forces a re-contextualization of 
oneself within music and a breakdown of music into its parts.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keywords!
! electronic performance, data driven instruments!!
RESOURCES!
! Tokyo Lick (selection for SEAMUS CD 2007)  

Live, Electronic Music Composition/
Performance

Jeff Stolet
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What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Coding as Art. Ability to create, define, and execute various styled projects all from a syntactical 
programming language (C++, Cinder). Also see Ryoji Ikeda, Scott Snibbe.!!!
Keywords!
! Processing, C++, Planetary iPad, Body Dysmorphia, Perlin Noise!!
RESOURCES!
! Artist Website  

Art As Code Robert Hodgin
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1999 was the year I bought three records that changed my life. Sigur Ros’ Agaetis Byrjun, Iggy 
Pop’s Raw Power, and My Bloody Valentine’s Loveless. The latter one proved that noise is 
beautiful, vocals are themselves a texture/a color, and that harmonies can exist through the 
relationships between chord changes, not necessarily on the chords which change them.!

!
Keywords!
! shoegazing, 4AD Records, Kevin Shields!!
RESOURCES!
! To Here Knows When (single from Loveless)  

Noise Pop My Bloody Valentine
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Producer first. Bandmate second. From Radiohead to Pavement, Beck to Atoms for Peace, Nigel 
Godrich IS the producer of the 21st century, carving out the way for rock, electronic, indie 
records. The T-Bone Burnett of rock. Maybe you could slide in here Rick Rubin or Butch Vig, 
close to substitute Steve Albini here, but none have touched me in more ways than Nigel.!!!
Keywords!
! music production!!
RESOURCES!
! Credits list on allmusic.com  

Music As Producer Nigel Godrick
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Gondry equals, to me, Music Videos. His ingenuity with cinema and tight synchronization with 
music and musical concepts have long lasting impacts for both the music and the art of the two. 
Nowadays, the exposure of music is coming through a medium of audio/video, singles of 
concept and design. Not necessarily the best work is done here, but the best exposed work often 
comes at the hand of combining music and video (offers more for everybody).  (Chemical 
Brothers, Beck, Kylie Minogue)!!!
Keywords!
! visual art, music video!!
RESOURCES!
! video for Kylie Minogue “Come Into My World”!
! video for Chemical Brothers “Star Guitar”  

Music Video Michel Gondry
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He is the master of classical, while looking ahead to the future. Genius comes from an 
understanding of the past and an offering of the future. Romanticism incites individualism, but 
only through the context that Beethoven created. His music was forward thinking at a time 
when music did not necessarily wish to be forward. He also helped to establish a paradigm of 
musical industry and consumption that removed the composer from patronage and court 
servitude (sheet music, teaching)!!!!!
Keywords!
! Romanticism, passion, individualism!!
RESOURCES!
! All nine symphonies  

Master, Individual, Futurist Ludwig van Beethoven
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Bangs is an egotistical, sarcastically brutal, motherfucker who doesn’t give a shit about anybody, 
except, maybe, just maybe, if you know where he can score some cheap pills or maybe, just 
maybe, have a check (that won’t bounce) for next month’s rent to give to him. However, his 
passion for “the” music is unparalleled, which is to say, his writing is music. Do something 
passionately, or don’t do it at all. I mean, how many times have you ever gone out and just 
bought a record based upon the review? Seriously. With Lester, it was every time (and he was 
dead when I read his reviews!).  (see also Kerouac, Hunter S. Thompson)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keywords!
! music critic!!
RESOURCES!
! Psychotic Reactions and Carburetor Dung (book) 

Passion Lester Bangs
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To whom is my music addressed?   

What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Geoff Emerick served as audio engineer to Abbey Road, and is mainly known for his work with 
the Beatles. Emerick was pushed to create new sounds utilizing the technologies of the studio, 
often popularizing electro-acoustic techniques or inventing new ones. Audio engineering is 
integral to music in the 21st century, and how we are exposed to music often comes at the hands 
of an audio engineer. Tom Dowd (Atlantic Records) could have easily replaced Geoff in this slot.!!!
Keywords!
! audio engineering, music production!!
RESOURCES!
! any Beatles album Rubber Soul through Abbey Road  

Audio Engineering Geoff Emerick
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To whom is my music addressed?   

What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Ralph Vaughan Williams. The English at the turn of the 20th century were making magical 
music. Elgar, Holst, Vaughan Williams, and Delius all channeled a Nationalist spirit that carried 
with it both vitality and tranquility, pomp and humility, restoring long overdue musical order to 
the British Isles.!!!
Keywords!
! orchestral, symphonic writing, pastoral!!
RESOURCES!
! Theme from Thomas Tallis, Lark Ascending, Symphony No. 4  

Romanticism/Nationalism - early 20th 
century English

Ralph Vaughan Williams
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Fixed media in electro-acoustic music, sounding at its best. Every piece of Scott’s is entertaining, 
dramatic, insightful, and damn well mixed.!!!
Keywords!
! electro-acoustic, acousmatic, 3D mixing!!
RESOURCES!
! SEAMUS CDs (various years)  

Electro-Acoustic Music (Fixed media) Scott Wyatt
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Beck’s song-writing is near the top, and with it comes a sonic palette that is just as rich. His 
backing musicians are top notch (credits: Paul McCartney, Aimee Mann, Air, Garbage, Atoms 
for Peace, Norah Jones, Macy Gray), which only add to the quality. He is also a producer of 
many great records and artists, his music is uncompromising and fresh (artistic license in his 
record deal). I could also put in this slot, Harry Nilsson, Willie Nelson, Neil Young.!!!
Keywords!
! song-writer, music production!!
RESOURCES!
! One Foot in the Grave (1994)!
! Sea Change (2002)  

Our Band Should Be Your Life Beck Hansen
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What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Being a DJ on a radio show in 2000, I bought one record (Radiohead Kid A) and found another 
(GodSpeed You Black Emperor Lift Your Skinny Fists To Heaven) that further altered my musical 
outlook, and came at a time, when I was considering my major. Performance here reigns 
supreme. Long swelling build-ups that also lift the listener and releases as tight as any large 
ensemble could produce.!!!
Keywords!
! !!
RESOURCES!
! Lift Your Skinny Fists To Heaven 

Tension and Release Godspeed You Black Emperor!
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What is my music comprised of/inspired by? 

Maya Lin changed how we approach memorials in architecture since her 1981 Vietnam 
Memorial. Musical requiems and other vehicles of remembrance seem overplayed like 
traditional models of pillars and stone. I’m still interested in how we remember through sound, 
and how our emotional capacity can be released through music.!!!
Keywords!
! architecture, minimalism, black granite!!
RESOURCES!
! Vietnam War Memorial!
! Michael Arad “Reflecting Absence”  

In Memoriam Maya Lin
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My newest addition to the 20, David Lang knows how to work his way into your ear and your 
heart with his music. His Little Matchstick Girl is familiar and simple, but don’t let it fool you 
that the music is not deep or dark. His re-imagination of Velvet Underground’s Heroin was 
brilliant (Theo Bleckmann), and his scoring for Eno’s Music for Airports is more than 
noteworthy. He is providing me with more courage to break free from model composition.!!!
Keywords!
! American, classical!!
RESOURCES!
! Little Matchstick Girl Passion (2008)!
! Heroin (2008)  

Emotional Earworm David Lang
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Go outside. Listen. Wonder. Laugh. Repeat.!!!
Keywords!
! indeterminate, aleatoric, American   !!
RESOURCES!
!  

Sound and Choice John Cage
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John Adams represents the minimalist in me. He stands for Philip Glass (whom he sometimes 
sounds like), Steve Reich (whose rhythms he sometimes interprets), Pauline Oliveros (whose 
ideas surrounding music have just begun to captivate me), and others who made this list, 
including Brian Eno and David Behrman, and others who did not, Arvo Pärt.!!!
Keywords!
! minimalism!!
RESOURCES!
! Nixon in China!
! Transmigration of Souls (2000)  

Minimalism John Adams
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John Williams was the familiar beacon of classical music that brought me to the unfamiliar 
territories of classical music history. His Indiana Jones was my entryway into Beethoven, his 
E.T. was my gateway to Dvorak’s 9th, and Star Wars primed me for Holst’s Planets. While I 
know that this writing is somewhat out of my grasp, symphonic writing is my favorite style for 
its rich color and wide dynamic range. I continually enjoy hearing the classical contained within 
the film. Danny Elfman, Hans Zimmer.!!!
Keywords!
! film scoring, classical, symphonic writing!!
RESOURCES!
! Indiana Jones!
! Star Wars!
! E.T.!
! Superman!
! etc. etc.

Music for Film John Williams


